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Abstract. A quantitative analysis of linear temperature-dependent
coupled thermoelectronic diffusion waves in the generation of the laser-
induced IR photothermal radiometric signal from a photoexcited, plasma-
wave-dominated, semi-infinite semiconductor Si wafer is presented. The
strong coupling between the (usually assumed decoupled) carrier and
thermal wave transport equations is accounted for explicitly and the
range of violation of the Vasil’ev-Sandomirskii condition is studied. Ther-
moelectronic coupling is found to degrade the sensitivity of the plasma-
originating IR radiometric signal in high-quality process Si substrates at
elevated background temperatures and high modulation frequencies,
with the exception of highly degenerate plasmas. © 1997 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

Laser-induced IR photothermal radiometry~PTR! has re-
cently been established as a photothermal diagnostic t
nique with sensitivity to the dynamics of the photoexcit
carrier plasma waves higher than other more conventio
detection methods1,2 such as laser thermoreflectance.3 In
the rapidly growing literature of PTR detection of photoe
cited carrier oscillations in semiconductors~called ‘‘plasma
waves’’! driven by the absorbed optical fluence of
intensity-modulated laser emitting superbandgap photon
has become clear4 that for certain classes of materials, su
as high-quality, low-doping-level Si wafers, the plasm
wave dominates the PTR signal, the magnitude of whic
proportional to the recombination lifetime of the photoe
cited carriers. The laser beam excitation generates a de
dependent plasma waveN~r ,t!, which propagates and re
combines while emitting blackbody~Planck! radiation,
usually captured by a wide-bandwidth IR detector. In ad
tion, the plasma also contributes indirectly to the genera
of a thermal wave diffusing in the semiconductor owing
thermal power release following nonradiative carrier
combination, and along with any direct lattice heating d
to the absorption of the incident optical flux.5

The development of theoretical analyses of PTR sign
~and other more general photothermal treatments
semiconductors6! is based on the treatment of plasma wa
diffusion, which is usually assumed completely decoup
from any temperature oscillation effects. On the other ha
thermal wave diffusion includes a source term from t
nonradiative decay of the photoexcited plasma. Recen
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Wagner and Mandelis7 have considered the coupling o
plasma and thermal wave transport equations when non
ear effects are present due to high-intensity pump lase
radiances. Nevertheless, the continuity equations when
plied to plasma and heat conservation in a semicondu
readily show that at any laser fluence, the two transp
equations are fully coupled8:
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In the foregoing equationsDN~r ,t! is the excess photoge
nerated carrier plasma density;DT~r ,t! is the excursion of
the local temperature from the background value due
photothermal effects;DE andDT are the electronic~ambi-
polar! and thermal diffusivities, respectively;t is the re-
combination lifetime of the semiconductor;n0 is the equi-
librium free-carrier density at temperatureT; F is the
incident laser fluence;F(t) is the temporal modulation
function of the laser beam intensity;k is the thermal con-
ductivity; Eg is the bandgap energy, anda is the optical
absorption coefficient of the semiconductor at the laser
citation wavelength.

Vasil’ev and Sandomirskii9 first stated that, in the cas
of harmonic modulation functionF(t)51/2(11eivt), the
coupling term (]n0/]T)DT/t in Eq. ~1! is negligible in the
459© 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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case of relatively low temperatures, and generally when
equilibrium free-carrier densityn0 satisfies the inequality

n0!
k

kBDE
S kBTEg

D 2vt@11~vt!2#1/2, ~3!

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant andv is the angular
modulation frequency. The quantity on the right-hand s
of this inequality has the value'1016 cm23 for vt51024,
and'1020 cm23 for vt51.

In this paper, analytical and computational considerat
is given to the fully coupled pair of equations@Eqs.~1! and
~2!#, especially for the practical case of photothermal mo
toring of the processing of semiconductorsin situ under
high-temperature ambient conditions and/or very low v
ues of the productvt, where the coupling term may b
significant. Therefore, this work is, in a sense, the gener
zation and extension of the earlier study by Nestoros et8

to much higher ambient temperature conditions than th
<300 K. This is a rather low value for several importa
process steps, such as thermal annealing following ion
plantation or thermal drive-in following diffusion.

2 Theory

2.1 IR Photothermal Radiometric Signal

IR PTR when applied to electronic materials yields sign
originating in the blackbody emission from the semico
ductor surface. Assuming an IR optical absorption coe
cient increase due to the presence of photoinjected free
riers~FCs! @a IR8 (r ,l) 5 a IR(r ,l) 1 DaFC(r ,l)#, it can be
shown that, in the case where the IR emission from F
dominates the radiometric signal, the response of the
detector is given by1

DQ~lVIS ,T!5K~l1 ,l2 ,T!E
0

L

DN~x,lVIS ,T!dx, ~4!

where K is a temperature-dependent constant,L is the
thickness of the semiconductor, andlVIS is the laser beam
wavelength. Herel1 andl2 are the lower and upper cuto
IR wavelengths of the detector. A 1-D detection geome
is assumed, which holds when the size of the laser bea
large compared to the characteristic carrier diffusion len
in the material. The constantK is given by1,10

K~l1 ,l2 ,T![@12R~lVIS!#E
l1

l2
@12R~l!#

3S l2q3

4p2c3ne0m
2m DWP~l,T!dl, ~5!

whereR is the reflectivity of the surface at the excitatio
wavelengthlVIS , or within the infrared bandwidth@l1,l2#
of the detector;q is the elementary charge;c is the speed of
light; e0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum;n is the re-
fractive index; andm the mobility of free carriers in the
semiconductor. Finally,WP(l,T) is the Planck distribution
function at ambient temperatureT.
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2.2 Coupled Thermoelectronic-Wave Equations

The FC density functionDN~r ,t! in Eq. ~4! can be calcu-
lated from Eqs.~1! and~2!, on specifying the laser fluenc
modulation functionF(vt) for harmonic excitation of the
plasma. The ac terms of the resulting equations are

DE¹2DN~r !2S iv1
1

t DDN~r !1
1

t

]n0
]T

DT~r !

52
aP

pW2 e
2az exp ~2r 2/W2! ~6!

and

DT¹
2DT~r !2 ivDT~r !1S Eg

rCD DN~r !

t

52
aP

pW2 S hn2Eg

rC De2az

3exp~2r 2/W2!, ~7!

whereP is the incident optical power,rC is the product of
the density and the specific heat of the solid, andW is the
laser beam spotsize. The foregoing equations are gene
strongly coupled. The spatial coordinater is assumed to be
radially symmetricr at any depthz. The Hankel transforms
of the carrier density and temperature oscillations can
written

n~r,z!5E
0

`

DN~r ,z!J0~rr !r dr ~8!

and

U~r,z!5E
0

`

DT~r ,z!J0~rr !r dr. ~9!

Transforming Eqs.~6! and~7! into the Hankel domain, dif-
ferentiating twice with respect toz the ensuing ordinary
differential equations, and further substituting second
rivatives from the original Hankel-transformed equatio
yields the following system of decoupled ordinary differe
tial equations for the transforms of the plasma and ther
wave:

d4n~r,z!

dz4
2A~r!

d2n~r,z!

dz2
1B~r!n~r,z!5G~r!e2az ~10!

and

d4U~r,z!

dz4
2A~r!

d2U~r,z!

dz2
1B~r!t~r,z!5H~r!e2az,

~11!

where the various coefficient dependencies on the Han
parameterr are defined as follows:

A~r![2r21 ivS 1

DE
1

1

DT
D1

1

DEt
~12!
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and

B~r![S r21
iv

DT
D S r21

iv

DE
1

1

DEt D2j. ~13!

Here j represents the coupling term between thermal
electronic diffusive wave modes, a thermoelectronic wa
quantity

j~T![
1

DEt2 SEg

k D ]n0
]T

. ~14!

Furthermore, the driving terms in Eqs.~10! and ~11! are

G~r!5
g~r!

DE
Fr21 iv

DT
2a21S hn2Eg

kt D ]n0
]T G ~15!

and

H~r!5
g~r!

k F Eg

DEt
1~hn2Eg!S r21

iv

DE
1

1

DEt
2a2D G .

~16!

The source functiong~r! represents the Hankel transfor
of the ~assumed! Gaussian lateral laser beam profile:

g~r!5
aP

2p
exp ~2r2W2/4!. ~17!

Only the solution of the Hankel transform of the plasm
wave equation@Eq. ~10!# is of interest in the context of the
present PTR signal analysis from semiconductors w
dominant plasma wave behavior. Using standard ma
ematical techniques, the solution to the homogeneous
complementary components of Eq.~10! for a semi-infinite
semiconductor slab~L→`! is found to be

n~r,z!5C1~r!exp @2Q~r!z#1C2~r!e2az, ~18!

whereC1 is an integration constant of the homogeneo
solution andC2 is given by the complementary solution:

C2~r![g~r!
M2~r!2a21tDE@~hn/Eg!21#j

DE$@M2~r!2a2#@L2~r!2a2#2j%
. ~19!

The exponentQ~r! in Eq. ~18! is the solution to a fourth-
degree algebraic characteristic equation with four roots
expected from the fourth-order Eq.~10!. The chosen root is
the one that gives the appropriate well-known11 analytical
solution to the reduced equation forn(r,z) with j50:

Q~r!5@ 1
2 ~L2~r!1M2~r!1$@L2~r!2M2~r!#2

14j%1/2!#,1/2 ~20!

with

L~r![S r21
iv

DE
1

1

DEt D 1/2 ~21!

and
d

M ~r![S r21
iv

DT
D 1/2. ~22!

Finally, the unknown integration constantC1~r! can be
uniquely determined from the Hankel transform of t
usual boundary condition of carrier conservation at the s
facez50:

DE

dn~r,0!

dz
5sn~r,0!, ~23!

wheres is the surface recombination velocity of the mat
rial. Equations~18! and ~23! yield

C1~r!52F s1aDE

s1Q~r!DE
GC2~r!. ~24!

In the limit wherej50, Eq. ~18! becomes

n~r,z;j50!5
g~r!

DE~L22a2! Fe2az2S s1aDE

s1LDE
De2LzG ,

~25!

which is the well-known solution of the Hankel transfor
of the decoupled transport equation for the plasma wav
the semi-infinite domainz>0 ~Ref. 12!:

d2n~r,z!

dz2
2L2~r!n~r,z!52

g~r!

DE
e2az. ~26!

While Eq. ~18! is valid for any diagnostic methodolog
that can monitor the plasma wave in a semiconductor
the particular case of the PTR signal, the integral over
thickness of the wafer is required. Equation~4! then yields
for the Hankel transform of the PTR signalDQ

q~r,lVIS!5K~l1 ,l2 ,T!C2~r!

3H 1a2
1

Q~r! F s1aDE

s1Q~r!DE
G J . ~27!

This equation can be used for numerical simulations of
photothermal radiometric response of semiconductors.
an example, a Si wafer will be considered for obtaini
modulation frequency and temperature scan simulations
the latter case, further consideration must be given to thT
dependence of the integral definition of the coefficie
K(l1 ,l2 ,T) in Eq. ~5!. Use of the Planck radiation law fo
IR emission from surface areaA of a blackbody emitter13 in
Eqs.~4! and ~5!:

WP~l,T!5
2ph

l5

Ac2

exp ~hc/lkBT!21
, ~28!

assuming a weakT dependence of the IR reflectivity and a
obvious change in the integration parameterl, results in the
following expression forK:
461Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
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K~T!'
@12R~lVIS!#~12^R&!q3Ak2

2phc3ne0m
2 F T2

m~T!G
3E

hc/l2kBT

hc/l1kBT x dx

ex21
. ~29!

Here,^R& stands for the average value of the IR reflectiv
over the detection bandwidth of the detector. TheT depen-
dence of the carrier mobilitym(T) depends on the physica
mechanism controlling this parameter. Note that the sp
tral response of a broadband detector can be approxim
by setting the limits of integration@0,̀ ! in Eq. ~29!. This
would give a simple and relatively slow temperature dep
dence of the coefficientK}T2/m(T).

3 Application to Si Wafers under Processing
Conditions

An important application of the foregoing thermo
electronic-wave theory occurs in the high-temperature p
cessing of Si wafers. For highly doped substrates the
equality of Eq.~3! is unlikely to be valid, in which case th
full theoretical results of Eqs.~27! and~29! must be imple-
mented. Analytical inversion of the Hankel transform
impossible under these conditions. The Fortran 77 co
puter subroutine package ‘‘Gaussub’’ was used for all
tegrations involving the Hankel transformation. In procee
ing with the simulations of the wafer temperatu
dependence of the PTR signal, it was assumed that
modulated temperature increase due to the absorption o
laser power is negligible compared to the ambient temp
ture. This is true in the case of good thermal conducto
such as Si. Therefore, the inversion of the solution tra
form Eq. ~27! was performed in a stationary manner, i.
with the background wafer temperature as a constan
each signal inversion case. Furthermore, the mild temp
ture dependence ofK(l1 ,l2 ,T) was omitted from the
simulations to focus attention to material physical behav
only, away from the instrumental aspects of the phototh
mal detector.

3.1 Carrier Statistics in Si

The thermoelectronic coupling parameterj @Eq. ~14!# de-
pends on the temperature derivative of the backgro
equilibrium freecarrier densityn0(T), which is present in a
semiconductor in the absence of external photoinjection
free nonequilibrium carriers. For the calculation of the fre
electron density in the conduction band of intrinsic
n-type semiconductor Si, the following equation is used14

n~T!5NcF1/2~h!, h~T![
EF~T!2Eg

kBT
, ~30!

whereNc(T) is the effective density of states in the co
duction band,n(T) is the free-electron density,EF(T) is
the Fermi energy, andF1/2 is the Fermi integral of orde
1/2, defined as

F1/2~h!5
2

Ap
E
0

` E1/2dE

11exp ~E2h!
. ~31!
462 Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
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For intrinsic, extrinsic, and degenerate extrinsic Si~at
high doping densities and highT!, Blakemore15 presented
the approximation forF1/2~h!:

F1/2~h!'
eh~T!

110.27eh~T! , ~32!

which is valid forh,1.3 with an error<63%. In the tem-
perature range 300 K<T<1200 K, both intrinsic and ex-
trinsic thermal excitations contribute to the FC density
Si. For the intrinsic excitation, the equality of free-electr
and free-hole densities requires the right-hand side of
~30! to be equal toNv exp[2EF(T)/kBT], whereNv is the
effective density of states in the valence band. Now E
~30! and~32! result in a quadratic equation foreh(T), which
in turn gives the following expression for the intrinsic de
sity of free electrons:

n0i5$0.135a~T!1@0.0182a2~T!1a~T!#1/2%

3exp ~2Eg /kBT!, ~33!

wherea(T) is given as a function of the ratio of the effec
tive masses of free electrons and holes:

a~T!5~mh* /me* !3/2 exp ~2Eg /kBT!. ~34!

For the extrinsic excitation, the right-hand side of Eq.~30!
must be set equal to

n0e~T!5
Nd

11b21 exp ~ed1h!
, ~35!

whereNd is the density of~the n-type! dopant;b is the
degree of degeneracy of the bound state of the donor@taken
to be 1/2 for Si~Ref. 14!#; anded5Ed/kBT, with Ed being
the donor state in the bandgap of the semiconductor. C
bining Eqs.~30! and~35! yields a quadratic form foreh(T).
Solving this equation results in the expression

n0e5@2NdNc~T!#/„Nc~T!10.27Nd1$@Nc~T!20.27Nd#
2

12NdNc~T!exp ~Ed /kBT!%1/2… ~36!

for the density of extrinsicn-type carriers. Table 1 show
the ranges ofh values forn0i(T) andn0e(T) for T between
the two extremes considered in this paper, i.e., 300
1400 K and a wide range of dopant concentrations from
intrinsic limit to deep degeneracy. It can be seen that in
cases the error committed in calculating the FC densi
remains within the 3% limit established by Blakemore15

Based on the foregoing considerations, Fig. 1 shows
Arrhenius plot of the combined total FC densit
n0(T)5n0i(T)1n0e(T), in Si ~Eg'1.12 eV! usingP dop-
ing, which creates a defect state in the bandgap at 45 m
from the bottom of the conduction band.16 The domination
of the intrinsic thermal excitation at high temperatures
apparent for all but the highest doping density,Nd5131020

cm23. In that degenerate case, it is also seen that the p
etration of the Fermi level in the conduction band results
a measurable change in the slope of the extrinsic lin15

Equation~14! was evaluated by numerically differentiatin
the curves of Fig. 1 and the relevant values ofj(T) are
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shown in Fig. 2. It can be concluded from Fig. 2 that~1! the
thermoelectronic wave parameterj(T) spans an extremely
wide range of values~up to 15 orders of magnitude fo
intrinsic and low-doping density substrates! between 300
and 1400 K in Si and~2! the strength of the coupling be
tween thermal and electronic waves increases drastic
with increasing doping density, especially at low tempe
tures.

The temperature dependence of the remaining par
eters inj(T) for Si is as follows: the electron and hol
mobilities ~me andmh! are related by the Einstein relation

17

DE5S kBTq D 2me~T!mh~T!

me~T!1mh~T!
. ~37!

The Si carrier mobilities as functions of doping density a
temperature can be constructed on the basis of
empirical-fit relationship:18–20

m~T!5mmin1
m0

11~Nd /Nref!
a , ~38!

wherem is the carrier mobility,Nd is the doping density
~either acceptor or donor!, and all other quantities are
empirical-fit parameters that exhibit a temperature dep
dence of the form

Fig. 1 Arrhenius plots of the total FC density n0(T) for several P
doping densities: Eg51.12 eV; Eg2Ed545 meV.

Table 1 Values of the Blakemore parameter h(T) [Eq. (30)].

Nd (cm
23) h (300 K) h (1200 K) h (1400 K)

0 (intrinsic) 222.034 23.981 23.021

1014 212.551 214.63 214.862

1016 27.946 210.025 210.257

1018 23.343 25.425 25.655

1020 11.138 21.089 21.295
-

-

A5A0~T/300!
M, ~39!

whereA0 is a temperature-independent constant~the 300-K
value of a parameter!, andM is an exponent that is specifi
to a given parameter. HereNref , mmin , m0, anda have the
values 1.3031017 cm23, 92 cm2/V s, 1268 cm2/V s, and
0.91, respectively, for electrons, and 2.3531017 cm23, 54.3
cm2/V s, 406.9 cm2/V s, and 0.88, respectively, for holes.18

For doped samples, a temperature and concentration
pendence must be introduced for the lifetime. As such,
empirical relationship was used18,21,22:

t~T!5
t0

11@n0i~T!1n0e~T!#/N0
, ~40!

whereN057.1031015 cm23; n0i(T) andn0e(T) are given
by Eqs.~33! and ~36!, respectively; andt05395 ms is an
empirically fit constant with dimensions of time. Equatio
~40! is not a universally valid relationship, but is indicativ
of the general nature of the doping dependence oft. In our
theoretical calculations,t05t0(Nd), in the sense that the
foregoing empirical value~originally valid for Si solar
cells! has been multiplied by a constant for each dop
density so as to yield accepted literature values at ro
temperature~e.g., Ref. 14, Chap. 6!.

In the case of intrinsic Si, the recombination time
mainly due to deep-level traps. The temperature dep
dence of the surface recombination velocity was related
the surface recombination lifetime23:

s~T!5FDE~T!

ts~T! G1/2. ~41!

In writing Eq. ~41! it was assumed that the photon wav
length is such that photoexcitation of the semiconduc
occurs at, or very near, the surface~e.g., Si with the 488- or
514-nm lines of the Ar-ion laser!; in this case, the value o

Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the thermoelectronic coupling
parameter j(T) for P-doped Si at several dopant concentrations.
463Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
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the active lifetime is controlled by the electronic condition
of the surface,24 which justifies the tacit assumptiont5ts
behind Eq.~41!. Figure 3 shows the temperature depen
dence of the electronic lifetimes in Si with doping density
as a parameter and an adjusted value of the constantt0, as
already discussed, so as for Eq.~40! to yield realistic ex-
perimental results. In the intrinsic case whereNd50,
t0539.5ms atT5300 K ~Ref. 24!. The decrease oft with
increasing temperature and doping density is expected o
ing to the presence of higher FC concentrations and emp
states, which thus facilitates the recombination mechanis
The increase in the surface recombination velocity with in
creasing temperature is not as significant as that oft(T),
due to the square root dependence of Eq.~41!.

For the optical absorption coefficient in Si as a function
of wavelength and temperature, the approximate express
was adopted17,25:

a ~cm21!56000H @hn2Eg~T!20.0575#2

12exp~2670/T!

1
@hn2Eg~T!10.0575#2

exp~670/T!21 J . ~42!

The bandgap energyEg(T) is described by the following
expression17:

Eg~T! ~eV!51.162
7.0231024T2

T11108
. ~43!

Finally, the temperature dependence of the thermal co
ductivity k(T) in Eq. ~14! was obtained from26

k~T! ~W/cm K!51.35S T

300D
21.12

. ~44!

Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of the carrier lifetime in P-doped
Si with doping density as a parameter: t0 values are 39.5 ms
(Nd50), 3.95 ms (Nd51014 cm23), 0.356 ms (Nd51017 cm23), and
39.5 ns (Nd51020 cm23).
464 Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
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3.2 Frequency Behavior of a Coupled
Thermoelectronic Wave

In the light of the inequality of Eq.~3!, a numerical inves-
tigation of its validity at the extreme temperaturesT5300
K andT51400 K was undertaken and, subsequently, co
plete calculations were carried out to confirm its pred
tions. Symbolizing the right-hand side of the inequality
a quantityQ( f ,T) in units of an effective carrier densit
~cm23!, Table 2 shows with an asterisk in which cas
Vasil’ev and Sandomirskii9 have predicted that the
thermoelectronic-wave coupling maynot be negligible in a
photoexcited semiconductor. These are all the hi
temperature and theNd.1017 cm23 situations. This table
shows that even for intrinsic and very low dopant conce
trations at elevated temperatures, and/or for moderate d
ing densities at room temperature, thermoelectronic-w
coupling may be important in semiconductors. The lat
case is, of course, in direct contradiction to most theoret
treatments of the photothermal effects
semiconductors.6–12,23,24,27Certainly, Table 2 demonstrate
that all theoretical models must consider the coupled th
moelectronic wave diffusion when treating phototherm
phenomena in semiconductors at elevated temperatu
such as required for device processing. For this reason
temperature and frequency dependences of the photo
mal radiometric signal were considered in some detail,
pecially in the parameter ranges of outright violation of t
inequality of Eq.~3!. In the following simulations, the ther
mal wave component of the signal following the therma
zation of the FC wave represented by Eqs.~7! and ~11! is
ignored, as it is negligible with high-quality materials th
have not undergone surface damage or implantation.10,27

The radiometric frequency response of a Si wafer
given by the Hankel transform of Eq.~27! at a fixed back-
ground temperature. The resulting amplitude curves fo
1-mm spotsize laser beam atT5300 K were similar to
those presented by Sheard et al.,27 and the phase curve

Table 2 Comparison between n0 and Q [Eq. (3)] for intrinsic and
extrinsic Si at f5100 Hz and 1 MHz, and at T5300 and 1400 K.

f (Hz) T (K) Nd (cm
23) Q(f,T) (cm23) n0 (cm

23)

102 300 0 (intrinsic) 7.39431016 1.16831010

102 1400 0 (intrinsic) 1.5331015 1.3731019*

106 300 0 (intrinsic) 1.83431023 1.16831010

106 1400 0 (intrinsic) 1.54331019 1.3731019*

102 300 1014 7.39431015 1.21431010

102 1400 1014 7.63831013 1.37531019*

106 300 1014 1.83731021 1.21431010

106 1400 1014 7.63831017 1.37531019*

102 300 1017 6.24331013 9.83331016*

102 1400 1017 7.16931012 1.27331019*

106 300 1017 6.31431017 9.83331016

106 1400 1017 7.16931016 1.27331019*

102 300 1020 1.89331012 2.70531018*

102 1400 1020 3.90131011 6.8931019*

106 300 1020 1.89331016 2.70531018*

106 1400 1020 3.90131015 6.8931019*
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also coincided with those calculated by Salnick et a1

Those authors used a 1-D model of the radiometric sig
without thermoelectronic-wave coupling, i.e.,j50. Results
similar to earlier 3-D ones by Sheard10 and Sheard et al.27

were further obtained with a 1.5-mm spotsize beam, which
clearly falls into the 3-D radiometric signal detection. N
changes in the frequency response could be observe
account of the coupling coefficientj, thus verifying the
adequacy of existing decoupled theoretical models6–12 for
roomT studies of low-doped Si. At room temperature, t
simulated Si samples with elevated doping dens
Nd.1017 cm23, exhibited decreased PTR amplitude and
phase shift with respect to the conventional decoup
theory, represented by the Hankel transform of Eq.~25!.
Figure 4 shows the frequency response forNd5531018

cm23. For the same photon incidence rate on the semic
ductor surface, a smaller density of bound carriers will
available in the impurity state and across the bandgap
optical excitation, owing to the upward shift of the Ferm
level induced thermally by the coupling coefficientj. The
result is a smaller radiometric amplitude, indicating a d
creased photoexcitation quantum yield, compared to
j50 case. The flatness of the amplitude is due to the
crease in the recombination timet at increased doping den
sities, so that the turning point atvt'1 has been shifted to
higher frequencies outside the conventional experime
1-MHz range. Similar effects can be seen when the la
beam spotsize increases to 1 mm, with the conclusion
the dimensionality of the problem is not a major factor
the coupled thermoelectronic wave behavior. The dim
sionality is expected to be important, however, in the e
lution of the thermal wave component of the IR radiomet
signal, which has been ignored in this treatment. Note
the phase shift of Fig. 4~b! is toward negative values, i.e.,
is a phase lag with respect to the decoupled case. On
other hand, the simulation forNd51020 cm23 exhibits a
positive phase shift, i.e., a lead. The former phase lag is
to the plasma wave density centroid moving deeper into
bulk, as enhanced conversion to thermal wave power
curs due to the thermoelectronic coupling; the latter ph
lead is due to the combination of the saturation of
plasma wave component with respect to the recombina
lifetime t at very high doping densities~vt!1!, and the
much increased surface recombination velocitys, which
depletes the active carriers, thus shifting the plasma den
centroid farther toward the surface, albeit at much
creased carrier density and, consequently, signal streng~a
decrease of five orders of magnitude in relative signal le
from that of Fig. 4 was calculated!. Figure 5 shows the
surface recombination velocity profiles as functions of a
bient temperature for variousP-doping densities in Si.

In view of the results of Fig. 4 and the foregoing discu
sion, medium- to high-doping density processes must t
into account the thermoelectronic-wave coupling during
photothermal analysis of data, even under roo
temperature conditions.

For dopant concentrationNd5531018 cm23 the phase
shift behavior changes from lag to lead betweenT5800
and 1400 K, whereas for higher concentrations the ph
shift is always a lead, irrespective of the ambient tempe
ture in the 300<T<1400 K range, as expected from th
rapidly rising surface recombination velocity of Fig. 5. Th
l

n

-

r

-

l
r
t

t

e

-

y

thermoelectronic-wave coupling is, of course, stronger
high temperatures~Fig. 2!; as a result, the decrease of th
relative signal amplitude with respect to the uncoupled c
is more pronounced than at low temperatures, while
absolute value of the amplitude decreases by several or
of magnitude due to enhanced recombination, as show
Fig. 6 and in comparison with Fig. 4.

For intrinsic Si, the thermoelectronic-wave coupling i
duces a phase lag atT51200 K, which, if not accounted
for, could be mistaken as due to a longer recombinat
lifetime, thus yielding an erroneous value for that quanti
as shown in Fig. 7.

3.3 Temperature Behavior of Coupled
Thermoelectronic Waves

Calculations involving severalP-doping densities in Si as
functions of ambient temperatureT were carried out and
are presented in Fig. 8. The carrier ambipolar diffusiv
and the material optical absorption coefficient as functio
of temperature are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectiv
Two mainT regimes may be identified in Fig. 8: a lowT

Fig. 4 Frequency response of a Si wafer calculated with conven-
tional (j50) and coupled (j.0) theory: T5300 K, W51.5 mm, and
Nd5531018 cm23.
465Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
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Fig. 5 Surface recombination velocity versus temperature for intrin-
sic and extrinsic P-doped Si, including the degenerate case of
Nd51020 cm23.

Fig. 6 Frequency response of a Si wafer calculated with conven-
tional (j50) and coupled (j.0) theory: T51200 K, W51.5 mm, and
Nd5531018 cm23.
466 Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
range below;700 K and a highT range between 700 an
1400 K. For intrinsic Si, the rising temperature from th
reference levelT5300 K incurs an increase in the sign
amplitude as more carriers become thermally ionized
enter the free~conduction! band. As the temperature in
creases further, the steep decrease in recombination life
~Fig. 3! decreases the net density of FCs, thus producin
broad maximum in the amplitude. This is accompanied
another extremum~minimum! in the signal phase@Fig.
8~b!# saturating at 0 deg at highT, as the carrier plasma
centroid moves toward the material surface under con
tions of accelerated recombination and as the absorp
coefficient increases, thus localizing the photoexcited c
rier source closer to the surface. A similar behavior is o
served for lightly doped Si,Nd51014 cm23, with a more
pronounced amplitude decrease and steeper phase sa
tion at 0 deg in the highT range, due to the significantly
smallert than the intrinsic case. As a result, the extrema
both amplitude and phase are located at lowerT than the
intrinsic material. The situation withNd51017 cm23, pro-
duces a lower overall signal than the foregoing curves, o
ing to the measurable increase in surface recombina

Fig. 7 Frequency response of an intrinsic Si wafer calculated with
conventional (j50) and coupled (j.0) theory: T51200 K and W51
mm.
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velocity ~Fig. 5! and the further decrease in the values ot
due to enhanced recombination in the presence of hig
densities of impurity states. It is interesting to note the
version in signal amplitude forNd5531018 cm23 at lowT.
This occurs because of the very steep drop in the valu
the ambipolar diffusion coefficientDE for this case~Fig. 9!.
This effect helps localize the FCs near the surface, t
increasing the effective density~and the signal strength!
compared to the previous cases. At high temperatures
steep lifetime drop becomes responsible for the crosso
between theNd51017 and 531018 cm23 cases. Finally, the
very low lifetime associated with the degenerate dop
case~Nd51020 cm23! generally depresses the magnitude
the signal substantially, but not monotonically: The stro
thermoelectronic-wave coupling and the surface recom
nation cause a steep decay at lowT, which, however, is
reversed at intermediate temperatures owing to the incr
ing thermally generated FC density from degenerate st
in the conduction band, increasing diffusivity and ne
surface optical absorption efficiency~coefficient!. At very
high temperatures, the nearly metallic character of
semiconductor saturates the amplitude, despite the ver
ficient thermal recombination. The effect of th
thermoelectronic-wave coupling coefficientj(T) in this de-

Fig. 8 Temperature dependences of plasma wave amplitude and
phase of P-doped Si wafers with various doping densities and
thermoelectronic-wave coupling: W51.5 mm and f5105 Hz.
r

f

e
r
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generate case is shown in Fig. 11. Besides the overall
crease in signal amplitude due to enhanced thermal rec
bination in the casej.0, the counteracting effects o
thermal decay versus thermal generation clearly prod
the amplitude and phase extrema in the rangeT<800 K. At
very high temperatures the amplitude crossover is due
the degenerate condition of this material: the coupling
efficient j increases the density of deexcited carrie
which, however, are immediately available within the co
duction band as FCs, thus resulting in the amplitude
hancement observed in Fig. 11. This implies th
thermoelectronic-wave coupling may, indeed, increase p
tothermal signal levels at very high temperatures compa
to the uncoupled case.

Fig. 9 Carrier diffusivity dependence on temperature [Eq. (37)].

Fig. 10 Optical absorption coefficient dependence on temperature
[Eq. (42)].
467Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 2, February 1997
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4 Conclusions

A theoretical model for the behavior of the fully couple
plasma and thermal wave transport equations of photo
cited plasma waves in semiconductors was constructed
the first time, this theory enabled the study of the effect
the resulting thermoelectronic-wave coupling term
plasma wave transport as a function of doping density
temperature in the range of violation of the Vasil’ev a
Sandomirskii inequality@Eq. ~3!#, ignoring the thermal
wave component in the IR photothermal radiometric sig
detection mode. It was found that the coupling term ne
tively influences the strength of the signal, except with
fully degenerate plasma wave case at very high temp
tures and must be taken into account for accurate meas
ments of lifetimes and electronic diffusivities.
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